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INTERVIEW WITH Helen Newberg

INTERVIEWER

TRANSCRIBER Linda Fisher CSR

NEWBERG Im Helen Newberg and was born in

Poland 12/12/1924.

INTERVIEWER What ghetto were you in

NEWBERG was not in ghetto. was running

away on false papers. As Polish girl was working in

Germany and had false birth certificate and false

passport. was under false name surviving working in

the Nazi for four and half years.

INTERVIEWER Could you go on and just tell me

some of your experiences

NEWBERG Youre looking for experiences. It

wasnt so easy because was afraid for to be

discovered as Jew and was afraid to walk in the

streets. All did was working and the Germans didnt

know that was Jewish and was afraid for the Polish

people because they could have recognized me so it

wasnt easy but anyhow-
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INTERVIEWER What kind of work did you do

NEWBERG In restaurant worked in

restaurant in hotel. did twelve hours day work

very hard and the Germans did not know was Jewish

and they were always discussing all kinds of things about

Jews and against Jewish people and just was always

under pressure always aggrevated was afraid even to

sleep at night that somebody should recognize me.

INTERVIEWER How old were you

NEWBERG was fifteen years old.

INTERVIEWER And you werent sent to you

werent deported to any camps

NEWBERG No no. was in ghetto for awhile

before did that.

INTERVIEWER What ghetto was that

NEWBERG It was in Lostrobietz it was in

ghetto in Lostrobietz in my hometown where was born

and then some friends of my father help me to make this

birth certficate from girl who lived on the same name

in Poland and they helped me to do that to go to

Germany.
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INTERVIEWER And then what happened to you

NEWBERG First when left my hometown went

to Warsaw. From Warsaw went to Germany.

INTERVIEWER And then when you went to Germany

then-

NEWBERG Then was working as this girl and

met another girl who thought she was Jewish but all

this time saw her every day but was afraid to tell

her that Im Jewish because wasnt 100 percent sure

so it took us like year and half until we discovered

we told each other that we were Jewish so had friend

there which it was little better. On my day off whch

didnt even have whole day had half day off

went to her and we would you know just discuss things

and we were just hoping that we were going to survive

and it wasnt easy because we were afraid that they

might win the war and we might never be able to get back

to our original names. So it was very

INTERVIEWER Where were your parents

NEWBERG At this time my parents were deported

from my hometown and they all went to Treblinka. had
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three sisters and four brothers and mother and

father and two sets of grandparents and lot of aunts

and uncles. The whole of the city was my relatives. From

my immediate family lost 100 people and was the

only one let you know and then was in Stuttgart

Germany working at this Nazis place and after the

liberation met-after the liberation met some more

people that they had the same experience. They were

working as Polish girl there and we became friendly

and met nice fellow and got married and went to

the United States.

INTERVIEWER How did you get to the United

States

NEWBERG And American soldier who was in the

wartime helped took over Germany and everything we were

liberated by he was walking in the street and he heard

me speaking Polish to another girl and he understood

Polish because he was born in Poland and his parents

took him to the United States when he was little boy

so he was looking for family that his parents told him.

So when he heard us speaking Polish he said Who are
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you and we told him. And then he looked to me very

Jewish so I-at that time nobody knew was Jewish

even after the liberation it took us maybe two months.

Because first the French came in and then the Russians

came in then the Americans came and we were afraid to

say who we were. And then when this soldier was talking

to us says to him at this point says Who are you

looking for says Where are you from He says

was from Brooklyn. And said Are you Jewish And he

said Yes Im Jewish. And said Im Jewish too.

The minute he told me hes Jewish told him

Im Jewish and he just did not want to believe me. So at

this point was--my Jewish was mixed up with my German

and talked to him and wrote to him something in

Jewish and he believed me. So he helped us me and my

friend and then after maybe--after four weeks he went

back to the United States so he came and he said to me

What would you like me to do when get to the United

States

So jokingly told him You know what

know have some family there but really dont know
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what city they are and what the name is but all know

tell you my name and my parents name and my

grandparents name and if you want to be so kind enough

put me in the papers there and whoevers interested is

going to find me. And sure enough he did. He came to

New York he put me in the Jewish Polvitz remember

there was a-you dont remember because youre too young.

INTERVIEWER No.

NEWBERG They had Jewish paper that was all

over the world famous and then he put me also in The

New York Times and all the others. So my relatives at

this point from Toronto Canada found me in the papers

and one uncle had son living at the time in New York

and he called him he told him that one niece survived

and they should bring me over and help me because you

know at that time Canada was closed couldnt go to

Canada.

So all my cousins got together and all of

sudden Im in Germany Im getting papers to go to the

United States. never met anybody but they from the

papers they found me and thats how I--but when this
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soldier left was still you know single girl but

in the meantime it took while for them to send me the

papers so found man right after the war and got

married one two three. So then-

INTERVIEWER In Germany

NEWBERG In Germany yes. In Munich yes.

INTERVIEWER Was he survivor

NEWBERG Yes he came from the concentration

camps. Yes he was in concentration camp so he--in

the meantime got married so all of sudden this

United Service new Americans who were interested for me

to go to the United States because had papers when

went to them said well have husband. So they

said okay and they put my husband on my papers but at

the same times they wrote to my relatives that theres

another one whos coming. And didnt know that. So it

took him awhile to do it.

In the meantime six months later was

pregnant.

INTERVIEWER Oh my God. Thats great.

NEWBERG Laughs And you know--and so they
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sent again to the relatives that have baby Im

pregnant. So anyway they pay for everything and they

brought me over and we arrived in 1947 in January to

the United States. It was-

INTERVIEWER Where in the United States

NEWBERG In the Bronx. stayed with relatives

for while and then you know my husband got job.

INTERVIEWER What did he do

NEWBERG He worked in candy factory hard

labor you know. He didnt have any skills and he was

young and he worked and stayed home raised child

and my relatives were nice to me and-

INTERVIEWER Did you work at all

NEWBERG No no. And then had another child

you know and then my husband had better job and then

he went in business and he started to do good.

INTERVIEWER What kind of business

NEWBERG What kind of business Jewelry

business costume jewelry business. And he did good and

helped him at that time little bit and had two

children and then we latched the business and we moved
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to Dallas Texas. We lived twelve years in New York we

came 1947. In 1957 we moved to Dallas Texas. We stayed

ten years in New York and then we

INTERVIEWER How much did you share with your

children about your experiences

NEWBERG Well you know have son who lives

in Israel he met an Israeli and he knows lot. My

middle boy lives in McGalon Texas. He knows hes Jewish

but dont think he knows lot about theholocaust.

mean you know

INTERVIEWER Can you tell me why you didnt

tell him

NEWBERG Because you know didnt discuss

that because it was very hard for me to discuss it but

think my kids suffered lot because they felt very bad

that they didnt have any grandparents and any uncles and

any aunts and they grew up kind of without large

family you know just mother and father.

INTERVIEWER Did they ask you did they say

Wheres my grandparents

NEWBERG Oh yes used to take them to park
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and all of sudden one of --my middle boy who was

maybe four years old he saw some grandparents bringing

some boys to other children and he came and he said

Mommy mommy what does grandmother mean He didnt

even know the meaning of grandmother. So they did

suffer because they saw everybody had uncles and

holidays and stuff and think they suffered because my

younger son has some problems you know and-

INTERVIEWER How do you find yourself coping

ater the war Once you got to the United States and you

got married

NEWBERG worked very hard but just-

INTERVIEWER What happened

NEWBERG knew that you know there is no way

had nobody to depend on had no sisters or brothers.

jus have some cousins and you cannot depend no you

know on relatives so just did the best with what

had to work and accept lot of things that couldnt

change. could just change the things that could and

thats it. mean Im still coping with lot of

problems you know. Right now Im divorced for ten
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years and

INTERVIEWER Is that in relationship--do you

think that has to do with your experiences

NEWBERG Yes yes.

INTERVIEWER How

NEWBERG My husband-

INTERVIEWER Your husbands experiences.

NEWBERG Yes he was in bad concentration

camp and he is affected.

INTERVIEWER As we all are even indirectly.

NEWBERG Right. Its very hard for people to go

through what we went through and just be totally--just

live totally normal. You know maybe in lot of ways it

made me better person because dont get mad over

things that are not important see. But then theres

other problems that you have to cope with like told

you. The main thing that learned in life is to accept

what cant change and just change what can.

INTERVIEWER Do you think that you knew that

when you were--when you were teenager there and you

were in Germany how-tell me again how did your father
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get the papers for you

NEWBERG My father wasnt there no more. had

nobody. was all by myself.

INTERVIEWER But how did you get the papers in

the first place

NEWBERG Okay it was friend of my fathers

who you see when we were living in Poland like we

were-I cannot tell how many generations before from my

relatives. So my father had big business there from my

fathers fathers fathers father so then when we knew

that they were going to chase us out and deport us and

my father had sold lot of merchandise and lot of

things they confiscated and then he brought small

objects like gold and diamonds and stuff and he used to

he buried that in the basement and he told the children

like beore we knew that they were going to deport us or

anything and you couldnt take with you nothing just

you know whatever you could carry on your back with you

which was very little and he used to he told us if

youre going to survive you could come and this is

where you know Im leaving it.
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Im sorry want tissue.

INTERVIEWER Oh you want tissue Ill stop

it for second while you get it. Pause in tape.

NEWBERG When youre 14 and things like this

happen youre not aware you dont understand life so

you just go on and take it. But think right now if

there would be war that would have to go through the

same thing at 57 could not make it. dont think

could make it.

But then when think back when the war broke

out was fourteen and then was fifteen it was

just didnt think about anything just wanted to live

and knew that did not know where my parents were but

didnt think that they burned them up immediately there

in Treblinka.

INTERVIEWER Yes so tell me so you got

papers your father got papers from friend.

NEWBERG This friend-

INTERVIEWER He had to pay money for it Like

what was it-

NEWBERG No he didnt pay money he went
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in-you see when they deported the people from every

city they had Jewish policemen helping deport the

people. There were some policemen who were friends of my

father and these policemen were allowed to take people

like whenver they took people like going to work. In

going to work youre always allowed to do it nothing

else. So this policeman took me like hes taking me to

work and went into the basement and got out the

diamonds and whatever and for that money we sold it

and bought birth certificate from gentile girl who

lived in the same city there. We paid maybe 20000

soletes then which is lot of money and then when

had birth certificate you need an identification card

so they took this picture from her identification off

they put my picture on and there was guy who they paid

money from church to put stamp so it was you know.

INTERVIEWER What happened with your other

brothers and sisters

NEWBERG Well they were already--you see at

this point when they deported everybody was like left

in that ghetto by myself. dont know how this
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happened dont know but it wasnt because was

smart was intelligent. It was just fate.

INTERVIEWER Was that after you got the paper

NEWBERG No no it was like when they

deported they said 600 in the morning we all had to

say in square okay So my father naturally we were

prepared because we knew couple of days before that we

were going to have to do that but we just didnt know

what day and my father took all the kids and we all went

together. When we walked out on those streets the Nazis

with the big canes they separated you go here you go

there. They separated the family see

So stood in place where didnt see my

parents. stood on line okay And my parents

evidentally were all ready--then they loaded them to

trucks the people to take them. didnt know where

they were taking them but they did it and stayed on

another line. Then this is like from 600 in the morning

until maybe 1000 at night and then from this line that

stayed another Nazi came and he counted

4--they needed 12 girls to work someplace. They make 12
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girls go here and they cut it. And was between the 12.

mean its fate. Its not that did.

INTERVIEWER No understand. understand.

NEWBERG At this point didnt see the

parents. All know that was left from 13000 Jewish

people there were maybe 100 people that 1000 at night

that they were taking into ghetto okay From 13000.

The next morning naturally they want more

because people were hidden they didnt know what was

going to happen you know like cats dogs they were

hidden in basements they came running to the ghetto so

there were more. And then when we were in the ghetto we

knew that thats not going to work that from the ghetto

they were going to take us to gas chambers because see

the people from the Third Reich who were living close to

Germany and Poland they took to concentration camps. Me

was from middle Poland and the middle Poland they

took you right away to gas chambers for some reason.

dont know who made those-anyway.

So that night was left then we were talking

about it so this policeman my fathers friend said
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that hes going to help me and thats what we did. We

took out and on the basis of these papers went first

to Warsaw. didnt go straight to Germany went to

Warsaw.

INTERVIEWER How did you get there

NEWBERG Polish man who we also paid him

took me and took four more girls. We was supposed to pay

him by the month so much money month okay And we

were walked around in the cold all day long and because

somebody should discover us who didnt know us okay We

stayed there for couple of months at this hail and we

paid the money but we didnt have--we told him that we

had so much money left so dont know what happened

but one morning somebody came in and they said You

Jewish You Jewish you know and they just wanted to

take us. And this gentile knew that we had so much money

you know and so we paid off these guys. If they would be

real Germans they would have take the money and they

would take us and they would kill us but they were sent

like how do you call this See they were Poles but

they said they were Germans and once they say you
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Jewish what are you going to say

So then it was like that. This gentile really

wanted to take everything from us but he helped in way

that he was the one who said--I said What am going to

do If dont have no money in Warsaw cant even walk

in the street. They will recognize me Im Jewish and

Ive had it thats it. He said that he was going to

help us. He did send another few people to Germany to

work you know domestic work because the Germans at

that point needed for domestic work because their people

were too busy to work to clean and stuff. You know the

men were at the war and the women had better jobs. So

they took from all over Europe the people there. There

were two kinds of people that they took. One that they

had even Polish people they used to grab in the street

you know and they would take them and one who went on

their own good will and went on my own good will

because this gentile told me to go to an office to say

that want to go to work and did and begged this

gentile to go with me because said might walk in

and might never walk out you know
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And so walked in there and he waited for me

outside and gave all the information and he told me

that wanted to work in restaurant what to do you

know and thats what did.

INTERVIEWER And you were waitress

NEWBERG waitress cleaning and cooking for

everything. And there was one Russian girl one French

girl and was Polish girl. And worked in this

place in this first place after got to Germany it was

an experience by itself. You know when got the train

to go from Warsaw to Germany it wasnt easy because

was afraid for the Poles. They could recognize me

because grew up there and they knew who was Jewish. So

stayed mostly in the bathroom. was afraid you know

And then when got there to this place was

very happy that was the only Polish girl. The French

people wouldnt know you see The Germans looked like

German. The French thought Polish fine. So was

always afraid see So when worked for this place for

one year and worked there because wanted to survive

see but these girls who one day there were other girls
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from homes which father and mother would encourage to go

to enemies country to work. So they were not nice girls

they just wanted to play around. And these girls

worked there with French girl and with Russian girl

and that French girl run away you know. And so this

German tought that the Polish girls are such good girls

because he saw didnt go anywhere. So he went and he

brought me Polish girl another mate company for me

and it was very bad because was afraid for her.

mean she had the room together and at night had to

pray and everything but really was afraid shouldnt

speak Yiddish in my sleep and worked with her maybe

she stayed in this place maybe three months and she told

me hey dont want to stay in this place and work like

maid. Im going to go home. You want to go

said You know what couldnt tell her

dont want to go home to my home town. said You know

what Why dont you go first and if you make it ill

follow you. Who gave me those thoughts dont know.

Its just cannot even explain okay

And she left. And was so happy that she left.
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And when she left the Gestapo came and they questioned

me and they said you know where she is. says No

dont know where she is. says Look am here Am

working dont know. She sleeps with me and she stays

there but really dont know where she is. Im

responsible for myself. And he was mad at me he was

this Nazi but they couldnt do nothing to me because

didnt run away but was happy that shes not there so

they hired another girl from Russia which she was nice

were three girls working and the only moral support that

had was from my friend who was Jewish worked in

another restaurant.

INTERVIEWER know. It took you about year

and half-

NEWBERG Right. Then after the war you know

we got married together this girl and double

wedding.

INTERVIEWER This girl do you still now-

NEWBERG Right. Im in contact with her she

lives in Omaha Nebraska. Ive been there lots of times

and she comes to me. was year and half ago to the
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Jerusalem reunion to the holocaust reuniuon it was

very dramatic nice expeirence.

INTERVIEWER That wasnt the first time you had

seen her

NEWBERG No no. met her there. She lives in

Omaha live in Dallas Texas.

INTERVIEWER Not too far away.

NEWBERG No see her.

INTERVIEWER What other things did you

experience Did you see anything in the streets

killings people being killed

NEWBERG Are you kidding could tell you

whole book but really dont want to get into that. Are

you kidding saw kids ripped in pieces like--there were

mothers who knew they cant take the kids they wanted to

save the kids so they left them in the streets wrapped

in pillow infants and have seen Nazis take them by

the legs and ripping them and Im not kidding you. And

have seen digging ditches and jumping in and they kill

them in the ditches. have seen-

INTERVIEWER Right in the street where you were
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working

NEWBERG was 14-1/2 years old the Nazis came

in maybe after two months three months they hung 25

Poles in the market street there and we all had to go

out and watch. mean literally watch. Yes they you

know when they came in they invaded Poland every

little city they had every day new order they gave

orders every day and if you did not--at first we didnt

take it so serious and we found people dead in the

street. No everybody had bathrooms in the houses they

had to go to the bathroom and if they went when the

curfew wasnt allowed to go they were killed in the

street like in cold blood. mean the experiences

cant even begin to tell you the experiences because it

would be it was just unbelievable.

really can say that only one who was there

could only feel it. It was-

INTERVIEWER Well its true it is true-

NEWBERG Even now from the reunion you know

its people even the people that survived are searching.

Its just disrupted lives from all people.
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INTERVIEWER And know what you mean

about--theres only--I didnt experience--I only

experience it indirectly by being Jewish. dont

experience it and you all have obviously common bond

of--you dont have to say it to each other you know it

in your hearts.

NEWBERG Thats right. Its funny but people

come just to look for somebody. How can you after 35

years the faces. met today people that you see since

was as Polish girl with this other girl in Germany

and there was few Nazis not many but they did not

belong to the Nazis so naturally after the liberation

they elected mayor that wasnt Nazi and that mayor

knew me as Polish girl and this other girl and then

he knew that we werent Polish we were Jewish so he

kind of felt guilty and he wanted to so something nice

to us.

So first he made us beautiful wedding we

picked the hall not only Poles couldnt go and French

couldnt go but only the top Germans were in there. This

is the hall where we had the wedding you know And then
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they gave us house to live in beautiful house.

Everybody knew me and my friend because my name was

Sophie there and her name was Maria and when people

came from the camps they found out from us we had big

house and we accommodated all lot of people there. So

then left in 1947 from Germany and today met

people six people that havent seen since after the

liberation saw them today you know and recognized

them. They recognized me too. One invited me for

tomorrow you know.

INTERVIEWER Its incredible.

NEWBERG Yes.

INTERVIEWER How do you think it is Do

peoples faces just dont change do you think

NEWBERG No the faces change of course they

change but theres some resemblance you know. Like

didnt go in and say Hey know you but one was

sitting there and talking to somebody and she said shes

from Sisnovia she told me the city and while she

talked said Was you in Stuttgart and she told me

her name and told her may name and thats it and we
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kissed and hugged you know mean all the time. And

it s--.

INTERVIEWER Thats incredible. Incredible.

NEWBERG So people come to see this.

INTERVIEWER To find-

NEWBERG They come from everywhere. mean

this is different experience in that Jerusalem was

different experience too. It was very dramatic and very

happy and sad. It was everything. mean something like

this can only experiene once in lifetime you know

INTERVIEWER Yes know.

NEWBERG And his is different experience and

its nice. met today some nice people and Im always

happy to come and see that Hitler didnt accomplish what

he wanted because he really wanted to wipe out all the

Jews. And theres some beautiful second generation who

was gorgeous and beautiful and theyre going to survive

forever because their children will do better than them

and we hope that this will never happen again so were

going to continue to teach our childrens children that

this should not happen. Nobody should allow this to
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happen again.

INTERVIEWER Do you have--what kind--what do

you do with your anger There sense of-do you have

that do you feel angry do you feel resentful

NEWBERG go and work out jog and do

aerobic dancing.

INTERVIEWER Thats great. Does that help

NEWBERG Yes. If not for that would probably

have heart attack long itme ago. It helps lot.

INTERVIEWER It seems like youre very strong.

It seems to be youre real survivor still.

NEWBERG You have to be. Yes because am

surviving every day want to survive.

INTERVIEWER Do you feel that way Do you feel

like every day is surviving day

NEWBERG Every day is struggle and the thing

is the struggle is what you said when youre strong.

If youre going to give up and youre going to become

weak and give in youre not going to make it. Theres no

way.

INTERVIEWER Is that what you think--do you
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think all the people that are here that was it like

they just didit give up they just wouldnt give in

NEWBERG Right. The people who are here are the

ones that are survivors who dont give in who wont give

up because there are an awful lot of people who are

living in mental institutions all locked up theres an

awful lot of very sick home mentally-

INTERVIEWER Survivors

NEWBERG Survivors from the camp who never get

to go not only to holocaust reunion but who never get

to go across the street and people dont see those

people they only see the successful. Theres an awful

lot of successful people here and less successful but

they all survivors and they all want to make it. And it

takes just you know just to put in all you have to want

to make it. Because after all whos going to tell you

whos going to take care of your life if youre not going

to take care. Lets face it. had three kids had

husband and everything and then all of sudden became

by myself. And had no sisters no brothers nothing

and my kids left at this point and my ex--you know
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decided he wants to change which its all right and who

would give damn if didnt get up in the morning It

was me who gave damn only me. People will do so much

but you gotta do all you can for you okay And if

didnt care to get up could have laid there and maybe

the landlord would knock on the door for the rent but

nobody else okay Because everybody is very busy with

themselves right now. Its different now than it was 25

30 years ago. So its not that the person changed its

everything else changes around you and you just have to

adapt to the new way of life whatever happens. If you

dont adapt thats it.

INTERVIEWER How did you find out about your

parents and your brothers and sisters How did you know

what happened

NEWBERG came in 1947 and before left

gave my name to every institute that could that

survived and people who are alive youd be surprised

how they only two months dont get together but people

do get together but after 40 years if my brothers and

sisters would be alive
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INTERVIEWER You would know.

NEWBERG would know yes. All the people that

are alive that know are alive and the people-

INTERVIEWER It seems that there was an

incredible communication system going on during the time

from camps to camps.

NEWBERG Right there was. There was people who

searching myself went from Poland to Germany to

search-not from Poland was in Germany at this point

but went to different camps to find out if my brothers

really all died and some people told me yes your brother

was here your brother died and thats it. And was in

Israel nine times and have my name there wherever

and theres no way you know.

INTERVIEWER Did any resistance groups come to

you at all

NEWBERG No.

INTERVIEWER Did you know of any where you

were

NEWBERG You mean before went as Polish

girl
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INTERVIEWER Yeah like at any time while you

were you know being waitress you werent approached

at all in the resistance nobody in your family was in

the resistance

NEWBERG No.

INTERVIEWER You didnt know of any resistance

groups in your towns

NEWBERG No. have seen when worked as

Polish girl saw people working outside in these

striped uniforms and looked and them and thought

that they were Jewish but was afraid to talk to them.

INTERVIEWER You think they might have been

resistance people

NEWBERG No they were from camps and people

took them to work. They were working in the streets

whenever they needed people they picked them up to work

but knew they were Jewish but they you know was

afraid to talk to them would never dare.

INTERVIEWER Would you have joined group do

you think if you could

NEWBERG Probably. Probably. But you know
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like told you was-I think it was not--if one

survived like dont know about concentration camps

because wasnt there this was another experience

can just imagine. The way survived that had

cannot say that starved. starved for awhile until

got to Germany. One day when they deported us that day

when stayed from the morning till at night we had no

water we had nothing and unfortunately the Polish

peole are not so nice you know the people that grew

up with and had to give--my mother gave me little

ring you know she gave everybody when they left so

took off that little ring for glass of water. Water is

terrible thing when you dont have so know the

experience of hunger.

INTERVIEWER Where did you get money to travel

after the war when you were looking for your parents to

find out about your parents or brothers How did you

travel

NEWBERG told you that the Bergenmeister

gave us home and everything and as you know as

Polish girl wasnt you know Polish anymore was
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Jewish so they gave us so much money until you know

what do you think took train for dollar two

dollars We didnt go with first class beautiful way.

INTERVIEWER Right.

NEWEERG We went with train where animals are

in it and we just travelled. And walked from lot of

in Germany from one city to the other to meet somebody.

walked you know.

INTERVIEWER There was woman that

interviewed and she said that she wished that she had

therapy when she was finished. Did you feel that way

NEWBERG Yes yes. could still use some.

However its very expensive. And gave some to my

children you know.

INTERVIEWER How do you think your children

were effected by it your children not really knowing

lot about your life but they sensed it.

NEWBERG Well they knew--see was married to

man-listen Im not an angry person because dont

feel that should be angry because when youre angry

youre only angry at yourself because people dont like
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when youre angry so you know.

INTERVIEWER But your husband was angry.

NEWBERG My husband was very angry man and

he really let out lot on my children. He you know

used to take out this anxiety on my children and my

older son suffered lot because of that.

INTERVIEWER But he didnt talk to them about

his experience

NEWBERG No he didnt talk about anything.

INTERVIEWER Does he come to the reunions

NEWBERG No. He dont even come to see the

children.

INTERVIEWER And theres no--I mean what can

you say

NEWBERG You know mean you see everybody

could go through the same experience and different

people get effected different things. go through

divorce and after all this Im fine made it Im

surviving. Other people go get nervous breakdown.

INTERVIEWER ItS just so much to carry day by

day. You take it one day--
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NEWBERG People cannot cope. Its very hard to

cope. have friend who she went through divorce

you know and her husband is the guy who wrote that book

The Survivors dont know whether you know him. He

does everything but they divorced and shes barely

making it. Not because financially hes supporting her

very nice but she just she doesnt have that strength

and she just wants to give up all the time.

INTERVIEWER want to thank you very much.

think you have lot of courage.

NEWBERG Thank you.


